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Abstract. Information sharing on distributed collaboration usually oc-
curs in broad, highly dynamic network-based environments, and formally
accessing the resources in a secure manner poses a difficult and vital
challenge. Our research is to develop a systematic methodology for in-
formation sharing in distributed collaborative environments. It will en-
sure sensitive information and information assurance requirements, and
incorporate new security constrains and policies raised by emerging tech-
nologies. We will create a new rule-based framework to identify and ad-
dress issues of sharing in collaborative environments; and to specify and
enforce security rules to support identified issues while minimizing the
risks of information sharing through the framework.

1 Aims and background

We aim to develop a policy-based framework for information sharing in
distributed collaborative environments with role-based delegation and re-
vocation. The motivation of role-based delegation and revocation are that
users themselves may delegate role authorities to others to process some
authorized functions and later remove the authorities. Role-based del-
egation and revocation models will be developed with comparisons to
established technical analysis, laboratory experiments, support hierarchi-
cal roles and multistep delegation. An innovation policy-based language
for specifying and enforcing rules on the models is proposed as the funda-
mental technique within this framework. The models will be implemented
to demonstrate the feasibility of the framework and secure protocols for
managing delegations and revocations.

Delegation is the process whereby an active entity in a distributed
environment grants access resource permissions to another entity. In to-
day’s highly dynamic distributed systems, a user often needs to act on
another user’s behalf with part of the user’s rights. To solve such del-
egation requirements, ad-hoc mechanisms are used in most systems by
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compromising existing disorganized policies or additional components to
their applications [26, 16, 18]. The basic idea of delegation is to enable
someone to do a job, for example, a secretary. Effective delegation not
only makes management systems ultimately more satisfactory, but also
frees the delegating users to focus on other important issues. In access
control management systems, the delegation arises when users need to
act on another user’s behalf in accessing resources. The delegation might
be for a short time, for example, sharing resources temporarily with oth-
ers during one week holiday. Otherwise users may perceive security as
an obstacle of the resources sharing. With delegation, the delegated user
has the privileges to access information without referring back to the
delegating user.

Delegation is recognized as vital in a secure distributed computing
environment [1, 3, 10]. The most common delegation types include user-
to-machine, user-to-user, and machine-to-machine delegation. They all
have the same consequence, namely the propagation of access permis-
sion. Propagation of access rights in decentralized collaborative systems
presents challenges for traditional access mechanisms because authoriza-
tion decisions are made based on the identity of the resource requester.
Unfortunately, access control based on identity may be ineffective when
the requester is unknown to the resource owner. Recently some distributed
access control mechanisms have been proposed: Lampson et al. [12] present
an example on how a person can delegate its authority to others; Blaze
et al. [5, 6],introduced trust management for decentralized authorization;
Abadi et al. [1] showed an application of express delegation with access
control calculus; and Aura [2] described a delegation mechanism to sup-
port access management in a distributed computing environment.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology developed role-
based access control (RBAC) prototype [7] and published a formal model
[9]. RBAC enables managing and enforcing security in large-scale and
enterprise-wide systems. Many enhancements of RBAC models have been
developed in the past decade. In RBAC models, permissions are associ-
ated with roles, users are assigned to appropriate roles, and users ac-
quire permissions through roles. Users can be easily reassigned from one
role to another. Roles can be granted new permissions and permissions
can be easily revoked from roles as needed. Therefore, RBAC provides a
means for empowering individual users through role-based delegation in
distributed collaboration environments.

The importance of delegation has been recognized for a long time, but
the concept has not been supported in RBAC models [8, 19]. A security



officer has to assign a role to the delegated user if the role is required to
be delegated to the user. Such a model significantly increases the man-
agement efforts in a decentralized collaboration environments because of
the dynamic of delegations and the continuous involvement from security
officers. We will provide a bridge of the gap between delegation techniques
and RBAC models.

2 Significance and innovation

Delegation is an important feature in many collaboration applications.
For example, the Immigration Department is developing partnerships be-
tween immigration agencies and people in local areas to address possible
problems. Immigration officers are able to prevent illegal stay and crime if
they efficiently collaborate with the people. The problem-oriented immi-
grating system (POIS) is proposed to improve the service as a part of the
Immigration Department’s ongoing community efforts including identify-
ing potential problems and resolving them before they become significant.
With efficient delegation, officers respond quickly to urgent messages and
increase the time spent confronting problems.

In POIS, officers might be involved in many concurrent activities such
as conducting initial investigations, analyzing and confronting crimes,
preparing immigration reports, and assessing projects. In order to achieve
this, users may have one or more roles such as lead officer, participant
officer, or reporter. In this example, Tony, a director, needs to coordi-
nate analyzing and confronting crimes and assessing projects. Collabora-
tion is necessary for information sharing with members from these two
projects. To collaborate closely and make two projects more successful,
Tony would like to delegate certain responsibilities to Christine and her
staff. The prerequisite conditions are to secure these processes and to
monitor the progress of the delegation. Furthermore, Christine may need
to delegate the delegated role to her staff as necessary or to delegate a
role to all members of another role at the same time. Without delegation
skill, security officers have to do excessive work since the involvement of
every single collaborative activity. We can find the major requirements of
role-based delegation in this example:

1. Group-based delegation means that a delegating user may need to
delegate a role to all members of another role at the same time. We
introduce a new ability-based delegation model in our recent work
[13].



2. Multistep delegation occurs when a delegation can be further dele-
gated. Single-step delegation means that the delegated role cannot be
further delegated.

3. Revocation schemes are important characters in collaboration. They
take away the delegated permissions. There are different revoking
schemes, among them are strong and weak revocations, local and
global revocation. We discuss these different revocation with accord-
ing algorithms in our recent paper [14].

4. Constraints are an important factor in RBAC for laying out higher-
level organizational policies. It defines whether or not the delegation
or revocation process is valid.

5. Partial delegation means only subsets of the permissions are delegated
while total delegation means all permissions are delegated. Partial
delegation is an important feature because it allows users only to
delegate required permissions. The well-known least privilege security
principle can be implemented through partial delegation.

Although the concept of delegation is not new in authorizations [2, 3,
5, 10, 21, 25, 16, 17], role-based delegation received attention only recently
[15, 27, 28]. Aura [2] introduced key-oriented discretionary access control
systems that are based on delegation of access rights with public-key
certificates. A certificate has the meaning:

SK (During the validity period, if I have the rights R, I give them to
someone)

SK denotes a signed message that includes both the signature and
the original message. The key that signed the certificate (K) is the issuer
and the rights R given by the certificate are the authorization. With the
certificate, the issuer delegates the rights R to someone. The systems em-
phasized decentralization of authority and operations but their approach
is a form of discretionary access control. Hence, they can neither express
mandatory policies like Bell-LaPadula model [4], nor possible to verify
that someone does not have a certificate. Furthermore, some important
policies such as separation of duty policies cannot be expressed with only
certificates. They need some additional mechanism to maintain the previ-
ously granted rights and the histories must be updated in real time when
new certificates are issued. Delegation is also applied in decentralized trust
management [6, 15, 16]. Blaze et al. [6] identified the trust management
problem as a distinct and important component of security in network ser-
vices and Li et al. [15, 16] made a logic-based knowledge representation for
authorization with tractable trust-management in large-scale, open, dis-
tributed systems. Delegation was used to address the trust management



problem including formulating security policies and security credentials,
determining whether particular sets of credentials satisfy the relevant
policies, and deferring trust to third parties. Other researchers have in-
vestigated machine to machine and human to machine delegations [25, 1,
10]. For example, Wang et al. [25] proposed a secure, scalable anonymity
payment protocol for Internet purchases through an agent which provided
a higher anonymous certificate and improved the security of consumers.
The agent certified re-encrypted data after verifying the validity of the
content from consumers. The agent is a human to machine delegation
which can provide new certificates. However, many important role-based
concepts, for example, role hierarchies, constraints, revocation were not
mentioned.

Wang et al. [21] discussed the mobility of user-role relationship in
RBAC management and provided new authorization allocation algorithms
for RBAC along with the mobility that are based on relational algebra op-
erations. They are the authorization granting algorithm, weak and strong
revocation algorithms. The paper does not use role delegation but instead
defines the role mobility, whereby a user with an mobile role may further
grant other roles but she/he cannot accept other roles if she/he has an
immobile role. The mobility could be viewed as a special case of multistep
delegation in their work. But some important delegation features such as
partial delegation and delegation revocation have not been considered.
Barka and Sandhu [3] proposed a simple model for role-based delega-
tion called RBDM0 within RBAC0, the simplest form of RBAC96 [19].
RBDM0 is a simple delegation model supporting only flat roles and single
step delegation. However, they neither gave the definition of role-based
delegation relation, which is a critical notion to the delegation model
nor discussed the relationships among original user and delegated user.
Some important features such as role hierarchies and revocations were
not supported in RBDM0.

Some researchers have worked on the semantics of authorization, del-
egation, and revocation. Wang et al. [20] described a secure and flexible
protocol and its role based access control for M-services. The protocol
is based on a Credential Center, a Trusted Center and a ticket based
mechanism for service access. It supports efficient authentication of users
and service providers over different domains and provides a trusted model
for participants. The concepts, protocols, and algorithms for access con-
trol in distributed systems from a logical perspective have been studied.
However, there is no multistep delegation control mechanism since every
delegation can be freely delegated. Hagstrom et al. [11] studied various



problems of revoking in an ownership-based framework, but their attempt
was still not sufficient to model all the revocations required in role-based
delegation, for example, grant-independent and duration-restricted revo-
cations. Zhang et al. [27, 28] proposed a rule-based framework for role-
based delegation including RDM2000 model. RDM2000 model is based on
RBDM0 model with some limitations that we mentioned before. Further-
more, as a delegation model, it does not support group-based delegation.
RDM2000 does not consider administrative role delegation but the dele-
tion of regular roles. The model does neither analyse how do original role
assignment changes impact delegations nor implement with XML-based
language.

We will focus exclusively on how to specify and enforce policies for
authorizing role-based delegation and revocation using a rule-based lan-
guage. We will continue our previous work and propose delegation frame-
works including revocation models, group-based, multistep, and partial
delegations. With the revocation models, we will not only consider the
deletion of regular roles but also administrative role delegation. Addi-
tionally, in order to provide sufficient functions with the framework, we
will analyze how do original role assignment changes impact delegations
and implement with XML-based language. This kind of language for role-
based delegation has not been studied.

3 Approach

Task 1: A role-based delegation framework

This task will develop a delegation framework called RBDF. This
framework supports role hierarchy and multistep delegation and revo-
cation by introducing the delegation relation, delegation authorization,
role-based revocation and revocation authorization.

Two relations are included in role-based access control: user-role as-
signment (URA) and permission-role assignment (PRA). URA is a many-
to-many relation between users and roles and PRA is a many-to-many
relation between permissions and roles. Users are enabled to use the per-
missions of roles assigned to them. RBAC management systems have
many advantages with its flexibility of assigning permissions to roles and
users to roles [24]. There are two types of roles associated with user: Orig-
inal roles and Delegated roles. The former is a role assigned to the user
whilst the latter one is a role delegated to the user.

The same role can be an original role of one user and a delegated
role of another user. Role hierarchy is a basic relationship between roles



that specifies which role may inherit all of the permissions of another
role. The relationship of Senior-Junior shows hierarchies between roles.
Senior roles inherit permissions from junior roles. Role hierarchies provide
a powerful and convenient means to satisfy the least privilege security
principle since only required permissions are assigned to a role. Because
of role hierarchies, a role may be an original role and a delegated role
of the same user. The original user-role assignment (OUA) is a many-to-
many user-role assignment relation between users and original roles. The
delegated user-role assignment (DUA) is a many-to-many user assignment
relation between users and delegated roles.

Role-Based Delegation Relational database systems will be de-
signed. Database systems have been applied in our previous work to
solve consistency problems in user-role assignment and permission-role
assignment [23, 22]. A set of relations such as roles, users, permissions,
user-role, role-permission has been developed [23, 24] for the formal ap-
proaches that are based on relational structure and relational algebra
operation in database system. There are three major elements in a dele-
gation relation: original user-role assignments (OUA), delegated user-role
assignment (DUA), and constraints. Constraints are very important in
role-based model [21]. Delegation may associate with zero or more con-
straints. The delegation relation supports partial delegation in a role hi-
erarchies: a user who is authorized to delegate a role r can also delegate
a role that is junior to r.

As we mentioned before, there are various delegations in real-time ap-
plication: single-step, multistep, group-based, and partial delegations. In
single-step delegation the delegated role cannot further delegate. We also
can define a maximum number of steps in multistep delegation. The maxi-
mum delegation number imposes restriction on the delegation. Single-step
delegation is a special case of multistep delegation with maximum delega-
tion number equal to one. We will develop delegation models to support
these different delegations.

Delegation Authorization The delegation authorization goal im-
poses restrictions on which role can be delegated to whom. We partially
adopt the notion of prerequisite condition from Wang et al. [23] to in-
troduce delegation authorization in the rule-based delegation framework
(RBDF).

We will develop database systems for RBDF in this task to sup-
port group-based, multistep, partial delegations and revocations and an-
alyze what delegation impact will happen if an original role assignment
is changed.



Task 2: The rule-based policy specification language

The motivation behind policy-based language are: 1) delegation rela-
tions defined in role-based delegation model lead naturally to declarative
rules; 2) an individual organization may need local policies to further con-
trol delegation and revocation. A policy-based system allows individual
organizations to easily incorporate such local policies.

We will show how our construction is used to express delegation and
revocation policies.

The Language The rule-based specification language specifies and
enforces authorization of delegation and revocation based on the new
delegation model. It is entirely declarative so it is easier for security ad-
ministrators to define policies. The proposed language will be a rule-based
language with a clausal logic. A clause, also known as a rule, takes the
form: H ← B. where H stands for rule head and B stands for rule body.
B is a prerequisite condition of a successful H. If the condition defined
in the rule body is true, then it will trigger authorizations. An advantage
is that the rule body can include the condition of an authorization pol-
icy and the rule head can include the authorization. This provides the
mechanism for authorization specification and enforcement.

Rules for Enforcing Policies Basic authorization will specify the
policies and facts in the delegation framework. Addition to the basic au-
thorization policies, further derivations are needed for authorization and
their enforcement. A derivation rule body describes a semantic logic that
consists of basic authorization, conditions and functions. The result can
be either authorized or denied.

The language developed in Task 2 will be used in the database systems
(Task 1) to process delegation and revocation authorizations.

4 Current progress

1. We develop a flexible ability-based delegation model (ABDM), in
which a user can delegate a collection of permissions, named an ability,
to another user or all members of a group; we also analyze delegation
granting and revocation authorization algorithms in this model [13].
(Part of Task 1)

2. we discuss granting and revocation models related to mobile and im-
mobile memberships between permissions and roles and provide pro-
posed authorization granting algorithm to check conflicts and help al-
locate the permissions without compromising the security [14]. (Part
of Task 1)



3. We specify constraints of Usage Control Model (UCON) with object
constraints language (OCL). The specification not only provides a
tool to precisely describe constraints for system designers and admin-
istrators, but also provides the precise meaning of the new features of
UCON, such as the mutability of attributes and the continuity of us-
age control decisions. This work is under preparation for submitting.
(Part of Task 2)
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